Soccer

Makin leads U-8 Arsenal

Dexter's Neil Makin helped lead the U-8 Arsenal-USA boys' 3-vs-3 soccer team to a championship at last month's University of Michigan MicroSoccer Shootout at Oosterbaan Fieldhouse.

Makin, a second-grader at Dexter's Cornerstone Elementary School, was Arsenal's top scorer during the tournament with 10 goals, including four goals in the tournament final.

Arsenal, which finished 4-0-1 overall in the tourney, defeated the Fire 3-3 in the championship contest.

Also, at times, a keeper during the tournament, the well-rounded Makin allowed only two goals in five shifts in net.

Last month's title was Makin's second in the past three years at the U-M tournament.

Besides Makin, members of the Arsenal's championship squad included Kyle Ruloff, Blake Sandermann and Gavin Moss. Jon Sandermann coached the team.

The Varsity Club & The Dexter Hockey Association

2007-2008 Season
Player Recruiting Program

Pee Wee • Bantam • Prep • Varsity

Tired of playing outside your community? Want to play competitive hockey with your Dexter classmates? Looking for an advanced program to improve your skills and team play?

If so, the Varsity Club and the DHA are partnering to build a dynamic program for the future of hockey in Dexter.

Pee-Wee Skate

Come Experience
Dexter Dental Center's
New State of the Art Office

family & cosmetic dentistry

ZOOM!

Teeth Whitening Special
$150!

Watch cable TV or your own DVD while you receive in-office whitening.

Senior Citizen Discounts Available

- Massaging Chairs
- Digital X-Rays which reduce radiation exposure by 90%
- TV's overhead every chair
- Lasers - decrease need for aesthetic and drills

New Patients Welcome